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Abstracts
Marsha Gordon
Untrained Eyes: GIs Shooting Movies at the Close of World War II
Despite prohibitions against enlisted men shooting personal films during World War II, many small
gauge filmmakers found a way to stash or procure – and also to use – their 8 and 16mm cameras
throughout the war. Much of this footage has been kept in private hands, shown, if at all, to friends
and family. In recent years, however, some of these films have made their way into archives,
providing an unofficial record of the close of the war, including soldiers’ experiences at
concentration camps in the spring of 1945. Amateur films of concentration camps have been virtually
ignored, especially in comparison to official military and newsreel images. My presentation examines
a sampling of these cinematic records as an alternative source of knowledge about the camps based
upon research conducted at the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum, the Academy Film
Archive at the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences, Emory University, and the Library of
Congress.

Toby Haggith
Spoken accounts of the Nazi terror: 1945 sound recordings of interviews with survivors,
perpetrators and liberators
When the Soviet and Allied armies were liberating the concentration camps, an immediate concern
was how the unbelievable scenes of atrocity could be authenticated for the viewer. There was also a
desire by those investigating the atrocities, to interview the survivors and record their testimony for
legal proceedings and historical record. The obvious solution would be to record sound interviews
with survivors of the camps and also former guards and other eye-witnesses who could authenticate
the scenes being filmed as well as provide on the spot accounts of what had taken place.
Unfortunately, synch sound recording for film was very difficult to conduct in the field as the
equipment was bulky, and there were only a handful of sound recording units available throughout
the whole of the Allied forces. However, some location sound recording was conducted, notably at
Belsen, where interviews to camera were recorded with SS guards, former prisoners and British
liberators. A small number of these interviews were used with devastating effect in the documentary
“German Concentration Camps Factual Survey” (1945/2014), where they provide a powerful sense of
immediacy and raw authenticity to the experience of the viewer. In the process of restoring and
completing this film, we also came across a number of other interviews with formers prisoners, eyewitnesses and perpetrators that were recorded at the time, some especially for “German
Concentration Camps Factual Survey”, but which were never used and are little known. This talk will
discuss these recordings, and talk about what they might add to our understanding of “German
Concentration Camps Factual Survey”, as well as the history and memory of the Nazi terror.

Jeremy Hicks
The Making and Shaping of Soviet Films of Nazi Atrocities: The Problem of the Camps
The Soviet media began filming Nazi atrocities in 1941, as they liberated towns and villages in the
battle for Moscow. The newsreel films they produced articulated a narrative of Soviet victimhood,
describing and showing the victims as like the viewer, who is exhorted to mourn and seek vengeance
in battle. This template was repeated throughout 1942 and 1943, but in 1944 and 1945, as the Red
Army liberated the death camps in Poland and began to enter and occupy Germany, this template
for the depiction of Nazi crimes no longer made sense: the majority of victims of the camps were not
Soviet citizens, but Jewish and non-Jewish Poles. This forced a rethinking of the approach to the
representation of atrocities, that created uncertainty and indecision. This paper will argue that we
can only understand how and why the Soviets filmed the camps at Majdanek and Auschwitz by
seeing the footage they took in the wider context of Soviet newsreel depiction of Nazi atrocities. In
particular I will demonstrate that, in the Soviet film representations of the camps at Majdanek and
Auschwitz, there was a hesitation as to how to depict and identify the victims but also in how to
spell out the consequences for the spectators: vengeance in battle made less and less sense, and had
to be supplemented or supplanted with a narrative of war crimes prosecutions.

Habbo Knoch
Framing Nazi Violence: The politics of moral pictures in 1945
1945 was a turning point for the moral iconography of modernity: For the first time, photos and film
material from the liberated Nazi camps presented an extensive and graphic picture of those
horrifying crimes to a world-wide public audience. Nevertheless, this turning point has to be
contextualized: a) Photographers referred extensively to traditions of long-standing moral
iconographies of violence and mourning. b) Guidelines and political intentions for the future use of
these pictures framed the confrontation of the photographers with the camps and, thus, the
representation of the traces they found. c) Receptions of the pictures created varying patterns of
interpretation that included different perspectives (e.g. perpetrators, liberators, survivors). Thus, the
paper will discuss the relation between photos as evidence and the framing of historical reality
through a particular politics of pictures. Compared to other examples of state crime and mass
violence in the 20th century, pictures of the liberated Nazi camps played a crucial role for the public
memory and for the moral iconography of the 20th century in general, considering the recurring use
of this iconography for visual representations of other genocides and violent conflicts.

Stuart Liebman
From Propaganda to Truth: Soviet Atrocity Footage and its Impact in the U.S.
Sensational Soviet atrocity footage, almost entirely derived from materials shot in Lublin, Poland and
at Majdanek between July 24 and the beginning of December, 1944, appeared in United States
movie theaters by late April, 1945. These images provided a general description of the camp
installations; graphic portrayal of the murders committed there and in Lublin; and the investigation
of and legal punishment for the crimes. These films appeared almost simultaneously with the
American newsreels shot by the U.S. Army Signal Corps that provided graphic proof of Nazi war
crimes in German camps. If Soviet photos and accounts released in the late summer and fall of 1944
were generally regarded as propaganda in the West, they became credible when confirmed by
Western reports. A number of American government films incorporated them in late 1945 and their
use as Soviet evidence at Nuremberg in February, 1946 acknowledged the factuality of the crimes
against humanity they depicted. In both east and west, however, the fate of Jews was barely
mentioned.

Drehli Robnik
Liberated / Belated: On Hollywood’s Deferred Mode of Remembering the Liberation of Nazi Camps
In a shot from the footage of the liberation of Bergen-Belsen, a British soldier says into the camera:
"We actually know now what has been going on in these camps! I know personally what I´m
fighting for!" His statement hints at an experience of finding out about a real reason for the war
effort only in retrospect. It also has a ring of quotation to it, with respect to the 1942–45 Why We
Fight film series. A kind of retroactive motivation is here combined with what today feels like a
haunting insistence of messages, quotational and encrypted. In U.S. mainstream cinema, we find an
echo of this with Sam Fuller: His very first film–footage from the liberation of Falkenau camp–is
released only after all of Fuller´s (war) movies; in many of them, Falkenau is an obsessively recurring
theme or cypher. Taking a cue also from Fuller’s driving force of "prohibition" (of images?), his
invocation of Verboten views and actions, I will present retro-causative logics/ethics/pragmatics in
Hollywood versions of the liberation. This ranges from Spielberg’s “Schindler’s List”/”Saving Private
Ryan”/”Band of Brothers” triple bill that celebrates a rescue while mourning its not having
happened, to Scorsese’s “Shutter Island”, a mindgame thriller reenacting Dachau liberation "icons",
modulating into an archive of types of (rightfully) paranoid genre cinema. With some help from
Laplanche’s concept of afterwardsness, ultimately, this parading of Hollywood re-imaginations of
deferred liberation joins ranks with those Bergen-Belsen images which Toby Haggith first presented
in Vienna at the Film Museum in 2008: Those images were disturbing – not least vis-a-vis a prevailing
tone in today’s mediatized public history bent on conjuring up a Holocaust with fittingly silenced
victims, without perpetrators, without the necessity for Nazi defeat (and without a belatedly
liberating baseball-bat).

Ulrike Weckel
Public Shaming. Allied Atrocity-Film Screenings in Germany and Austria, 1945–46
In my presentation, I am first going to give an overview of the different atrocity films the Americans,
British, French, and Soviets showed to German (and Austrian) prisoners of war, defendants in Nazi
war-crime trials, and residents in their respective zones of occupation and the conditions under
which these screenings took place. I will then focus on what we can find out about viewers’
responses to these films. Many commentators–and more later than at the time–have claimed that the
Allied atrocity films failed to impress their German viewers. However, what does ‘failure’ mean here?
What could have realistically been expected? I am going to argue that the fact that a majority of
polled German viewers rejected the attribution of collective guilt is a poor indicator of the films’
effectiveness. The screenings were staged as acts of public shaming. Much can be said in favor of the
thesis that hardly any viewers proved to be immune to shaming. People who feel shame or feel that
they are being shamed, however, respond in a variety of different ways, many of which do not
satisfy the demand to come to terms with a criminal past.

Ingo Zechner
Special Film Project 186: The U.S. Army Air Forces’ War in Color
In February 1945, three months before the end of war, the U.S. Army Air Forces took up one of the
enormous, failed, and forgotten projects of film history: the attempt, in equal parts ambitious and
lunatic, to record the war once again, only this time in color. Under the command of Col. Owen
Crump, Hollywood writer, director, and producer at Warner Bros., who had already played a key role
in the 1942 formation of the Air Forces’ First Motion Picture Unit in Culver City, sixteen camera crews
were put together from the Air Forces’ 4th Combat Camera Unit. Having started filming on March 15,
these camera teams were scattered all over Europe from Paris to the front by the end of March.
Driven by the ambition to establish the Air Forces as a third, independent military service, coequal
with the Army and the Navy, film production had become a crucial element for both, the success and
the proof of effectiveness of air campaigns in modern warfare. With the experience of three years of
combat motion picture photography it was already clear that bomb damages had to be recorded
from the air and on the ground. One of the ground units was camera team #15. Equipped with
16mm cameras and Kodachrome film material, Cpt. Carter and Sgt. Mainzer arrived at Buchenwald
on April 14, three days after the liberation of the camp and only three weeks before SFP 186 “ran
out of war”.
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